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Abstract
In order to obtain information on a possible two-neutron component in the 6He wavefunction, we
investigated the 4He(6He, 6He)4He elastic scattering at beam energies of 29.1, 29.6 and 40 MeV
and at center-of-mass angles between 20 and 163 degrees. The experiments were performed at
the ARENAS3 Radioactive Ion Beam Facility in Louvain-La-Neuve. We used a 4He-implanted
aluminium foil as a target. A 4He thickness of about 2–3 × 1017 particles/cm2 was obtained
implanting 4He nuclei at energies between 20 and 80 keV in 0.7-µm-thick foils. Data collected
in a larger angular range than previous measurements give additional evidence for the 2n-transfer
process to take place in the 4He(6He, 6He)4He scattering. Our results demonstrate the possibility of
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using a 4He-implanted target in experiments with low-intensity beams, like radioactive beams, where
deterioration of the target is irrelevant.  2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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Halo nuclei have so far initiated a large number of experimental and theoretical
investigations [1,2]. While 11Li is the showcase of a halo nucleus, 6He is at this moment
a much better candidate for understanding the experimental results by detailed three-body
calculations (4He, n, n). This is due to the fact that the 4He–n and n–n interactions are
well-known, while the 9Li–n interaction is not. This three-body approach allows also the
prediction of properties of the 2n-component in 6He; however, experimental data that can
reveal information on this aspect is rare.
We performed an experiment at the ARENAS3 [3] Radioactive Ion Beam Facility in
Louvain-La-Neuve, Belgium, to search for the elastic transfer of the 2n-cluster in the
elastic scattering of 6He on a 4He target in inverse kinematics. The energy range of the
6He radioactive beam in Louvain-la-Neuve enlarges the domain available for investigations
of elastic-scattering and fusion processes (studied at higher energies in Dubna [4,5]),
allowing measurements around the Coulomb barrier. Very accurate results can be achieved
exploiting the high intensity and purity of the beam.
Measurements were carried out at beam energies of 29.1, 29.6 and 40 MeV, corre-
sponding to center-of-mass energies on the 4He target of 11.6 and 15.9 MeV. Assuming
the cluster structure of 6He, elastic two-neutron transfer is expected to occur between the
two α cores [6]. Its observation and interpretation should provide information on the spatial
and momentum correlation of the two valence neutrons in 6He.
In our first measurements we used a gas cell of 1 cm thickness, containing 4He at
500 mbar pressure between an entrance Al window and an exit Kapton or Al window.
Reaction products were registered using a segmented silicon detector system [7]. Details
about the experimental method, results obtained and their interpretation can be found
elsewhere [8]. We focus here on the development of a 4He-implanted aluminium target
and the results obtained using it in a new measurement of the 4He(6He, 6He)4He cross
section.
The use of a gas target ensured a large 4He thickness (1.2×1019 atoms/cm2), providing
good statistics for the events of interest. However, it had some disadvantages; the main ones
are: the large size of the cell, which introduced uncertainties in the kinematic reconstruction
of the scattering events; the relatively thick (1.8 mg/cm2 Kapton or 2.3 mg/cm2 Al) exit
window, which stopped particles scattered with low energies, preventing the detection of
scattering events at small and large center-of-mass angles. Due to the latter, data points
obtained with the gas target were limited to the range from 50 to 140 degrees in the center-
of-mass. Therefore, the development of a 4He-implanted Al target was undertaken in order
to measure cross-section data in a larger angular range.
The use of ion-implanted targets is not a novel idea. An important limiting factor for
the application of this method is probably the deterioration of the targets due to beam
bombardment [9] (such limitations are not important for experiments not dedicated to
cross-section measurements [10,11]). However, intensities of radioactive beams are orders
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of magnitude lower compared to stable beams, even in the best cases. This makes the
problem of target deterioration irrelevant.
Details about the development of the implanted targets can be found in [12]. They were
prepared at the Leuven off-line isotope separator by using 4He beams of various energies.
We chose thin Al foils as implantation host, since we needed to minimize the energy losses
of the scattered 4He and 6He particles in the host material itself. The Al-foil thickness
was measured by weighting the samples, and was found to be 0.68 ± 0.02 µm. Several
probe targets were prepared, and the details on the fluences and beam energies are listed in
Table 1. During implantation the foils were mounted on an Al plate to provide heat transfer.
Unfortunately due to the small thickness and fragility of the host foils it was very difficult
to provide a reliable thermal contact with the backing plate. Therefore, in order to keep the
target heating low, the He+ current density was kept below 4 µA/cm2.
To check the retained He content we have performed proton RBS measurements using
the new Tandetron accelerator at the LARN laboratory of the University of Namur [13].
The RBS measurements were carried out using a 2.2 MeV proton beam. The energy was
chosen to enhance the 4He(p, p)4He cross-section σHe exploiting the strong resonance at
2.5 MeV proton energy, corresponding to the ground state of 5Li. The 27Al(p, p)27Al cross
section is equal to the corresponding Rutherford value at this particular proton energy.
The ratio of σHe to the Rutherford cross section at 160 degrees of proton scattering angle,
where two Si detectors were placed, amounts to a factor of 250 [14]. In Fig. 1 the RBS
spectrum from a nonimplanted sample (a) is compared with the one from target #3 (b). In
both spectra, beside the strong RBS Al peak, two resolved peaks of 16O and two resolved
peaks of 12C corresponding to the aluminium oxide and carbon layers at the front and the
rear foil surfaces are clearly visible. In the low-energy region the background is very small,
which allowed an accurate measurement of the He content. A weak, well-separated peak
Table 1
4He fluences in the Al foils. For samples #3, #8, #9 and #10 (#9 was used in the 6He–4He experiment)
implantation was performed on both sides
Foil At 20 keV At 30 keV At 50 keV At 80 keV Total
# 1 1.0× 1017 0 0 1.0× 1017
# 2 0 0 1.0× 1017 1.0× 1017
# 3 2× 1.2× 1017 2× 1.0× 1017 2× 0.3× 1017 5.0× 1017
# 4 1.0× 1018 1.0× 1018
# 5 1.0× 1018 1.0× 1018
# 6 2.0× 1018 2.0× 1018
# 7 1.0× 1018 1.0× 1018
# 8 2× 2.0× 1017 4.0× 1017
# 9 2× 4.0× 1017 8.0× 1017
# 10 2× 1.1× 1017 7.1× 1017
# 11 3.0× 1018 3.0× 1018
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Fig. 1. The RBS spectra of (a) the nonimplanted Al sample and (b) target #3. See text for details.
Table 2
Results of the RBS measurements: measured 4He thickness in the different foils
Foil 4He content (at/cm2) 4He at. % Retention (%)
# 1 (4.98± 0.18)× 1016 1.2 50
# 2 (3.02± 0.14)× 1016 0.7 30
# 3 (2.20± 0.07)× 1017 5.4 44
# 4 (5.51± 0.03)× 1016 1.3 6
# 5 (1.12± 0.06)× 1017 2.7 11
# 6 (1.11± 0.06)× 1017 2.7 6
# 7 (1.43± 0.07)× 1017 3.5 15
# 8 (1.32± 0.07)× 1017 3.2 33
# 9 (2.72± 0.14)× 1017 6.6 34
# 10 (2.16± 0.11)× 1017 5.3 31
# 11 (1.61± 0.14)× 1017 2.7 5
around 900 keV corresponding to a nonelastic 27Al(p, p′)27Al∗ scattering is also observed.
The strong 4He peak is observed in the implanted foil, see Fig. 1b.
The He content was determined from the ratios of the integrals of the He and Al
RBS peaks, knowing the values of the 4He(p, p)4He and 27Al(p, p)27Al scattering cross
sections and the thickness of the Al foils. The main error comes from the uncertainty on
the foil thickness (3%). The results are shown in Table 2 and Fig. 2: here the retention
(ratio between the number of atoms staying in the foil and the total number of implanted
atoms) is shown as function of the implanted dose. The points in Fig. 2 are rather
scattered, because implantations were carried out in different conditions (implantation
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Fig. 2. 4He retention in the different targets, plotted as function of the fluence. The numbers next to the data
points identify the target according to Table 1 and 2. The dotted line is only to guide the eye.
energy, 4He current, thermal contact) and some foils were in fact to some extent damaged.
Nevertheless, a trend is visible: the retention looks constant up to a critical fluence,
dropping dramatically beyond this limit. This appears to be around 7–8 × 1017 at/cm2
( 7% atomic concentration for a 0.7 µm Al foil), confirming previous studies [15–17].
To pin down the influence of the target heating factor on the He retention value we
have implanted a higher dose, 3 × 1018 at/cm2, into a 0.7 mg/cm2 Al foil evaporated
on a thick copper substrate. The latter has been consequently dissolved in a 7N HNO3
solution. Such technique provided a good thermal contact during implantation avoiding
target heating [18]. The RBS analysis of this target, #11 in Tables 1 and 2, yielded a
low He content. Therefore, it seems that even with a good heat transfer the He retention
drops drastically for a high fluence. The content levels of 4He in the different targets were
measured again after some weeks time, and found to be the same: the long time elapsed
did not cause a serious diffusion out of the host foil, even though no particular procedure
was followed to store the foils.
We used target #9 for the 4He(6He, 6He)4He cross-section measurement at Louvain-
la-Neuve. The 4He thickness was 2.7 × 1017 cm−2, almost a factor 50 less than the
thickness of the gas target previously used. However, the increased 6He radioactive beam
intensity and irradiation time allowed to perform the measurement successfully. The 6He
beam (29.1 MeV) had an average intensity of 7.7× 105 pps during about 3 consecutive
days. The experimental setup and subsequent analysis of the collected data were similar
to the one described in [8]. The resulting cross-section data are shown in Fig. 3, where
the absolute 4He(6He, 6He)4He elastic cross-section is plotted against the center-of-mass
scattering angle. Filled circles correspond to data collected using the implanted target,
compared to the ones collected with the gas cell (open circles). The solid curve was
obtained in the analysis of the previous data sets [8] using the double-folding potential
described in [19], including a parity-dependent term which takes into account the two-
neutron transfer process. The curve reproduces well the new data points; if a fit of the
potential parameters is performed, no appreciable changes are obtained (dotted curve). This
supports the conclusions reported in [8], that the elastic 2n-transfer process is present in the
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Fig. 3. Measured 4He(6He, 6He)4He differential cross section. The full curve was obtained fitting the previous
sets of data [8] using a double folding potential [19] including a parity-dependent term. The dotted curve was
obtained fitting the same potential to the new data points.
4He(6He, 6He)4He scattering at 11.6 MeV center-of-mass energy. The large cross section
measured between 155 and 163 degrees in the center-of-mass is an additional evidence for
the transfer process taking place in the reaction. These data points cannot be reproduced by
a fit using a potential (either the double-folding or an optical model) that does not include
the parity-dependent term. Further investigation is planned using other reaction models.
Among others, special attention is dedicated to the parameter-free α+ 6He scattering
potential calculated in the framework of the resonating group method [20,21].
In conclusion, we have used a 4He-implanted Al target to measure the 4He(6He,
6He)4He cross section at a beam energy of 29.6 MeV. The thin Al foil allowed low-energy,
large-angle scattered particles to escape from the target. The angular range covered using
this target includes data points from 20 to 163 degrees in the center of mass, adding
new information with respect to our previous measurements. Our results demonstrate
the possibility of using a 4He-implanted target in experiments with low-intensity beams,
like radioactive beams, where deterioration of the target is irrelevant. An example is the
measurement of (α,γ ) and (α, p) reaction cross sections on radioactive nuclei, which is
relevant to nuclear astrophysics. The use of an implanted target can be especially important
for laboratories where the separation of the recoiling reaction products is possible.
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